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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationships among the empathic tendency, collaboration character trait, human values of student high school and whether high school students’ empathic tendency, character trait of collaboration, human values differ based on qualifications of personel (gender, class levels, mother and father education level, income level of family and number of siblings) was investigated. The study group was composed by 504 students attending in different high schools in Adana and Eskişehir. The data were collected using the Adolescent KA-Sİ Empathic Tendency Scale, Human Values Scale and Collaboration sub-dimension of Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI). Analysis of data was used descriptive statistics, t test for independent groups, One Way Anova, multiple regression analysis. Results indicated that students’ empathic tendency, collaboration subdimension character trait, human values scores significantly differed based on gender and mother education level. Students’ human values scores significantly differed based on class-level. Students’ collaboration character trait, human values scores significantly differed based on father education-level and income-level of family. Also empathic tendency predicted responsibility, friendship, pacifism, respect, honesty and tolerance of human values; collaboration character trait predicted responsibility, friendship, pacifism, respect, honesty and tolerance.
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is important and valuable due to his/her existence as a human being (Ataşalar, 1996).

Although certain definitions of empathy is given by different theorists (Davis, 1980; Eisenberg & Strayer, 1987; Rogers, 1983; Worthington & Wade, 1999) which sometimes coincide and at other times complete one another; according to Rogers who defines empathy within a wide framework empathy is the process of any person understanding his/her addressee's feelings and thought about a given situation correctly, feeling what he/she feels and transmitting this case to him/her. Psychoanalytic theorists argue that the initial seeds of empathy are planted in early childhood period through child-parent relations. Social learning theorists argue that empathy would be gained within the context of social relations (Körükçü-Saryyüce, 2004). The ability of empathy enables the individuals to “assess others’ emotional reactions correctly and select correct social-fitting behaviors” (Fitness & Curtis, 2005). Empathetic tendency is the potential of persons to empathize in their everyday lives (Dökmen, 1987). Empathetic tendency is a multidimensional structure with cognitive and emotional components. Both emotional and cognitive components of empathy are significant in terms of developing the relationship between empathy and behavior precisely. Emotional empathy is generally defined as an effective characteristic that facilitates feeling any other person’s feelings. In the emotional dimension of empathetic tendency, there is sharing a feeling of an individual or feeling sympathy for the individual. In this dimension the person enters in an emotional sharing with his/her addressee and feels the same way as his/her addressee does (Brems, 1989; Gini, Albiero, Benelli, & Altoe, 2007; Jolliffe & Farrington, 2006). And cognitive empathy is expressed as a cognitive ability that facilitates understanding others’ feelings. In this dimension of empathy the ability to understand and define other people’s viewpoints is reflected. While it is important to understand the situation of any person in the cognitive dimension of empathetic tendency, in emotional empathy it is important to feel the situation of that person (Zahn-Waxler & Radke-Yarrow, 1990).

Values are the internal components that affect the behaviors, decision making strategies and attitudes of the individuals as well as interpersonal relations as it is the case with personal characteristics. However value and personality are different from each other. While personality is permanent characteristic of an individual; value is the permanent target of that individual. While personality generally represents the behaviors that are perceived as the most natural by the individual; value represents the selections made in a given situation (Parks & Guay, 2011).

The values that an individual pays significance to and those which the society pays significance to may conflict with each other but they may be in harmony as well. Values are learnt later and the situation of the individual change depending on variables including education, age, physical strength, age group and culture (Schwartz, 2011). Schwartz (1992) defines value as the guiding motivations and purposes in the life of individual. Furthermore, Schwartz (1999) qualifies value as “a social actor which generally assists with the selection of behaviors, assessment of events and persons, explanation of behaviors”. Values are relatively permanent characteristic of an individual that guides the behaviors and decisions of the individual and that reflects what is significant for the individual (Rokeach, 1968, 1973; Lewin, 1952, pp. 1-3 cited in De Raad & Van Oudenhoven, 2008). It is expected that relatively permanent personality characteristics including empathetic tendency and characteristic of collaboration have effect on what the individuals would deem significant as well as their behavior preferences (Dereboy, 1993). Furthermore, the puberty period is a period of development when individuals try to develop an adaptable, consistent, authentic and correct identity through answering the questions of “Who am I?” and “What do I value?” In this period value preferences begin to be clarified as well (Erikson, 1968, 1974). For this reason, The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationships among the empathic tendency, collaboration character trait, human values of student high school and whether high school students' empathic tendency, character trait of collaboration, human values differ based on qualifications of personnel (gender, class levels, mother and father education level, income level of family and number of siblings) was investigated.

Purpose
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationships among the empathic tendency, collaboration character trait, human values of student high school and whether high school students’ empathic
tendency, character trait of collaboration, human values differ based on qualifications of personnel (gender, class levels, mother and father education level, income level of family and number of siblings) was investigated.

**Method**

This study is a quantitative and relational study aimed at examining the whether empathic tendency, collaboration subdimension of character trait predicts human values of student high school and whether high school students’ empathic tendency, character trait of collaboration, human values differ based on qualifications of personnel (gender, class levels, mother and father education level, income level of family and number of siblings) (Büyüközütrack, 2005; Karasar, 2010). The data were collected by Adolescent KA-Sİ Empathic Tendency Scale developed by Kaya and Siyez (2010), Human Values Scale developed by Dilmaç (2007) and Collaboration sub-dimension of Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI).

**Participants**

In the study, the data were collected by randomly selected two 9th, two 10th, two 11th and 12th grade class from two different high schools in Adana and Eskişehir. The research was carried out with the data gathered from 281 (55.8 %) females and 219 (43.5 %) males high school students. The students were in 14-20 age range and, average age was 16.70. 22.2 % of the participants were 9th grade students, 24.6 % of the participants were 10th grade students, 24.4 % of the participants were 11th grade students and 27.6 % of the participants were 12th grade students. 56.6 % of the participants were primary school graduates of mother, 33.3 % of the participants were high school graduates of mother and 7.3 % of the participants were university or master/doctoral graduates of mother. %45.2% of the participants were primary school graduates of father, %38.5 % of the participants were high school graduates of father and 7.3 % of the participants were university or master/doctoral graduates of father.

**Instruments**

**KA-Sİ Empathic Tendency Scale for Children and Adolescents: Adolescent Form:** This scale developed by Kaya and Siyez (2010) as a tool for empathic tendency among adolescents between the 9-12th grade students. Exploratory factor analysis identified two factors accounting for 43.58% of the variance for adolescent form as Emotional Empathy and Cognitive Empathy. Emotional Empathy accounted for 33.23% of the variance and item loadings ranged from .49 to .66. Cognitive empathy accounted for 10.35% of the variance and item loadings ranged from .56 to .76. At the same time upper-lower group mean differences were conducted and for 17 items and upper-lower group mean differences were significantly all of the items. The goodness-of-fit statistics for the CFA of the items confirmed the view that two-factor model was a good fit to the data ($X^2=270.89, df=125, p>.001; X^2/df=2.16; RMSEA=0.02, SRMR=0.03; GFI=0.96; CFI=0.96; AGFI=.95$). Correlation between the two factors in the CFA was .65 suggesting considerable overlap between the two factors. The Cronbach’s alpha internal consistency coefficients were 0.87 (total scale), .82 (emotional empathy) and .82 (cognitive empathy). The correlations between the two subscales were computed and significant associations were obtained (r=.68, p<.001). Test-retest reliability of the KA-SI Adolescent Form was tested by giving the scale to the same students in a one week interval. The test-retest reliability coefficients for the full scale KA-SI, Emotional Empathy and Cognitive Empathy were .75, .73, and .69, respectively (Kaya & Siyez).

**Humane Values Scale:** Humane Values Scale developed by Dilmaç (2007) as a tool for human values among secondary level students. In the scale, the process of humane values was measured in six dimensions with 42 item. They are Responsibility, Friendship/Amity, Pacifism, Respect, Tolerance and Honesty. Exploratory factor indicated that accounted for the variance and item loadings are respectively: 77.53, %16.09; 79.75, %5.60; .74 .46, %3.87; .69 .36, %3.30; .83 .45, %2.99; .72 .36, %2.63. At the same time upper-lower group mean differences were conducted and for 42 items and upper-lower group mean differences were significantly all of the items. This scale is a Likert-type scale which can be used individually or in groups. This scale Cronbach’s alpha internal consistency coefficients were ranged 0.92 (total scale), .73 (Responsibility), .69 (Friendship/Amity) .65 (Pacifism), .67. (Respect), .69 Tolerance and .70 (Honesty). Test-retest reliability of the Human Values Scale
was tested by giving the scale to the same students in a 20 day interval. The test-retest reliability coefficients for the full scale, Responsibility, Friendship/Amity, Pacifism, Respect, Tolerance and Honesty were .87, .73, .91, .80, .88, .75, .79, respectively. Whether the grades are high or low depends on the level of students’ humane values (Dilmacı).

**Temperament and Character Inventory**: Cloninger’s temperament and character of two major components of personality changes in normal and abnormal psychobiological model of personality developed based on a scale that describes (Köse et al., 2004). Temperament and Character Inventory adapted to Turkish by Köse et al. Temperament and Character Inventory including that four temperaments (novelty seeking, harm avoidance, reward dependence, persistence) and three characters (self-directedness, collaboration, self-transcendence) which serves to measure the size of the seven basic personality. This scale validity and reliability studies was done by Köse et al. with no period of his life untreated mental illness administered to 683 volunteers. This scale Cronbach’s alpha internal consistency coefficients were ranged from .60 to .85 in temperament sub-dimensions and ranged from .82 to .83 in character sub-dimensions. They are social acceptance/social intolerance, empathy/social apathy, helpfulness/unhelpfulness, compassion/vengeful, virtuousness/self-benefit.

**Procedures**

The data were gathered from selected two different school and randomly selected classes by researcher. The data collection procedure was carried out by providing students with the appropriate environment and sufficient time for answering the questions in groups in the classroom.

**Data Analysis**

SPSS 15.0 was used in order to evaluate the data which were collected by the scales employed in the research. Multiple regression analysis was used to determine whether or not empathetic tendency, collaboration subdimension of character trait predicts human values of student high school. In dependent t test and one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) were used to determine whether high school students’ empathetic tendency, character trait of collaboration, human values differ based on qualifications of personal, (gender, class levels, mother and father education level, income level of family and number of siblings).

**Results**

As a result of the analysis, it was seen that was significant difference emotional empathy \( t_{(427,28)}=10.84, p<.01 \) and cognitive empathy \( t_{(403,30)}=5.54, p<.01 \) according to the gender of the students. Female students’ emotional empathy scores (X=31.82) was higher than that of males (X=26.02). Female students’ cognitive empathy scores (X=23.34) was higher than that of males (X=21.29).

There was also a significant difference on student based on gender regarding the social acceptance \( t_{(393,07)}=2.20, p<.05 \), compassion \( t_{(416,60)}=3.21, p<.01 \) and virtuousness \( t_{(353,80)}=3.43, p<.01 \) sub-dimensions of collaboration of character traits. Female student social acceptance scores (X=6.15), compassion scores (X=6.30) and virtuousness scores (X=6.90) was higher than that of male student social acceptance scores (X=5.76), compassion scores (X=5.41) and virtuousness scores (X=6.35).

There was a significant difference on student based on gender regarding the friendship \( t_{(323,60)}=3.22, p<.01 \), pacifism \( t_{(379,56)}=6.62, p<.01 \), honesty \( t_{(341,04)}=4.29, p<.01 \) and respect \( t_{(377,89)}=3.83, p<.01 \) of human values. Female student friendship scores (X=29.26), pacifism scores (X=27.14), honesty scores (X=27.54) and respect scores (X=27.88) was higher than that of male student friendship scores (X=27.90), pacifism scores (X=24.42), honesty scores (X=25.75) and respect scores (X=26.18).

In order to test whether the students’ empathetic tendency, collaboration subdimension of character trait and human values based on class levels, a one-way ANOVA was conducted. As a result of the analysis, it was seen that was significant not difference empathy tendency and collaboration subdimension of character trait according to the class-level. There was a significant difference on student based on calss-level regarding the only be pacifism scores of human values \( F(3,402)=3.75, p<.01 \). According to the results of LSD test, the higher class-level the increase scores pacifism of human values (9 nt grade class X=25.18; 10 th grade class X=25.47; 11 th grade class X=26.85 and 12 th class X=26.55).

As a result of the ANOVA analysis, it was seen that was no difference empathy tendency according to the students’ father education level. However, there
was a significant difference on based on father education regarding the social acceptance scores of collaboration character trait \([F_{(2,432)}=4.61, \ p<.01]\) and pacifism of human values \([F_{(2,439)}=5.09, \ p<.01]\). According to the results of LSD test, fathers' high school graduates of students pacifism of human values scores \((\bar{X}=6.21)\) was higher than that of fathers' primary school graduates and fathers' university graduates pacifism of human values scores. According to the results of LSD test, fathers' high school graduates of students scores \((\bar{X}=26.77)\) and fathers' primary school graduates of students social acceptance scores \((\bar{X}=25.53)\) higher than fathers' university graduates of students \((\bar{X}=25.11)\).

As a result of the ANOVA analysis, it was seen that was difference emotional empathy scores \([F_{(3-466)}=3.67, \ p<.01]\), virtuousness scores \([F_{(3-431)}=3.18, \ p<.05]\), compassion score \([F_{(3-430)}=5.84, \ p<.01]\) and social acceptance scores \([F_{(3-427)}=4.12, \ p<.01]\) of collaboration character trait and responsibility of human values scores \([F_{(3-440)}=3.14, \ p<.05]\) according to the students' mother education level. According to the results of LSD test, mothers' primary graduates of students \((\bar{X}=29.86)\) and mothers' high school graduates of students \((\bar{X}=29.13)\) emotional empathy score higher than mothers' university graduates of students \((\bar{X}=26.11)\). According to LSD test, mothers' primary graduates of students \((\bar{X}=6.89)\) virtuousness scores higher than mothers' high school graduates of students \((\bar{X}=6.45)\) and mothers' university graduates of students \((\bar{X}=6.25)\). According LSD test, mothers' primary graduates of students \((\bar{X}=6.22)\) and mothers' high school graduates of students \((\bar{X}=5.66)\) compassion score higher than mothers' university graduates of students \((\bar{X}=4.33)\). According LSD test, mothers' primary graduates of students \((\bar{X}=6.14)\) and mothers' high school graduates of students \((\bar{X}=6.00)\) social acceptance score higher than mothers' university graduates of students \((\bar{X}=4.00)\). According LSD test, mothers' primary graduates of students \((\bar{X}=25.82)\) and mothers' high school graduates of students \((\bar{X}=26.19)\) responsibility of human values score higher than mothers' university graduates of students \((\bar{X}=23.70)\).

As a result of the ANOVA analysis, it was seen that was not difference emotional empathy scores according to the level of family income. However, there was a significant difference on based on level of family income regarding the virtuousness \([F_{(3-410)}=2.93, \ p<.01]\) and compassion \([F_{(3-409)}=2.34, \ p<.05]\) scores of collaboration character trait, and responsibility \([F_{(3-420)}=3.59, \ p<.01]\), friendship \([F_{(3-420)}=2.27, \ p<.05]\) and tolerance \([F_{(5-417)}=2.23, \ p<.05]\) scores of human values.

According LSD test, students' level of family income of less than 500 TL \((\bar{X}=5.85)\) virtuousness score lower than level of family income of 500 TL between 2000 TL \([500 \text{ between } 900 \text{ TL } (\bar{X}=6.90)\); 1000 between 1500 TL \((\bar{X}=6.55)\); 1600 between 2000 TL \((\bar{X}=6.94)\). LSD test indicated that students' level of family income of less than 500 TL \((\bar{X}=6.12)\); 500 TL between 900 TL \((\bar{X}=6.41)\) and 1000 between 1500 TL \((\bar{X}=5.75)\) compassion score higher than family income of more than 2600 TL \((\bar{X}=4.63)\). LSD test indicated that students' level of family income of from 500 TL up to 2500 TL \([500 \text{ between } 900 \text{ TL } (\bar{X}=26.13)\); 1000 between 1500 TL \((\bar{X}=25.69)\); 1600 between 2000 TL \((\bar{X}=26.50)\); 2100 between 2500 TL \((\bar{X}=27.220)\) responsibility of human values score higher than family income of more than 2600 TL \((\bar{X}=23.41)\). LSD test indicated that students' level of family income of from 500 TL between 900 TL \((\bar{X}=29.07)\), 1600 between 2000 TL \((\bar{X}=29.53)\) and 2100 between 2500 TL \((\bar{X}=30.00)\) friendship of human values score higher than family income of more than 2600 TL \((\bar{X}=27.09)\). According LSD test, students' level of family income of 500 TL between 900 TL \((\bar{X}=23.89)\), 1000 between 1500 TL \((\bar{X}=23.19)\) and 1600 between 2000 TL \((\bar{X}=23.86)\) tolerance of human values score higher than family income of more than 2600 TL \((\bar{X}=21.72)\).

As a result of the ANOVA analysis, it was seen that was not difference emotional empathy scores, collaboration character trait and human values according to the level of number of sibling.

A multiple regression analysis was performed to predict human values by empathic tendency, collaboration subdimension of character trait. Results indicates that empathy tendency \((R^2=.10, F=25.09 \ p<.01)\) and collaboration character trait \((R^2=.183, F=17.54 \ p<.01)\) are significant on responsibility of human values in a positive way. This results indicates that empathy tendency explain 10 % of total variance and collaboration character trait 18.3 % of total variance in responsibility of human values. According to the standardized regression coefficient, significance order of precursor variables on responsibility of human values in a positively is as follows: Cognitive empathy \((\beta=.27; \ p<.01)\), helpfulness \((\beta=.25; \ p<.01)\), compassion \((\beta=.19; \ p<.01)\).
Results indicate that empathy tendency ($R^2=.21, F=57.58, p<.01$) and collaboration character trait ($R^2=.16, F=14.99, p<.01$) are significant on friendship of human values in a positive way. This results indicates that empathy tendency explain 21% of total variance and collaboration subdimension of character trait 16% of total variance in friendship of human values. According to the standardized regression coefficient, significance order of predictor variables on friendship of human values in a positively is as follows: cognitive empathy ($\beta=.34; p<.01$), helpfulness ($\beta=.27; p<.01$), emotional empathy ($\beta=.17; p<.01$), compassion ($\beta=.15; p<.01$) and virtuousness ($\beta=.11; p<.05$). Results indicate that empathy tendency ($R^2=.15, F=41.00, p<.01$) and collaboration subdimension of character trait ($R^2=.20, F=20.40, p<.01$) are significant on pacifism of human values in a positive way. This results indicates that empathy tendency explain 16% of total variance and collaboration subdimension of character trait 20% of total variance in pacifism of human values. According to the standardized regression coefficient, significance order of predictor variables on pacifism of human values in a positively is as follows: emotional empathy ($\beta=.34; p<.01$), compassion ($\beta=.24; p<.01$), social acceptance ($\beta=.14; p<.01$), virtuousness ($\beta=.13; p<.05$) and helpfulness ($\beta=.11; p<.05$). Results indicate that empathy tendency ($R^2=.15, F=37.22, p<.01$) and collaboration subdimension of character trait ($R^2=.27, F=30.37, p<.01$) are significant on respect of human values in a positive way. This results indicates that empathy tendency explain 15% of total variance and collaboration subdimension of character trait 27% of total variance in be respect of human values. According to the standardized regression coefficient, significance order of predictor variables on be respect of human values in a positively is as follows: compassion ($\beta=.24; p<.01$), emotional empathy ($\beta=.23; p<.01$), cognitive empathy ($\beta=.20; p<.01$), helpfulness ($\beta=.20; p<.01$), virtuousness ($\beta=.19; p<.01$) and social acceptance ($\beta=.11; p<.05$). Results indicate that empathy tendency ($R^2=.09, F=20.99, p<.01$) and collaboration subdimension of character trait ($R^2=.10, F=9.03, p<.01$) are significant on of respect of human values in a positive way. This results indicates that empathy tendency explain 9% of total variance and collaboration subdimension of character trait 10% of total variance in respect of human values. According to the standardized regression coefficient, significance order of predictor variables on honesty of human values in a positively is as follows: cognitive empathy ($\beta=.230; p<.01$), social acceptance ($\beta=.16; p<.05$), helpfulness ($\beta=.15; p<.01$).

Results indicate that empathy tendency ($R^2=.09, F=22.32, p<.01$) and collaboration subdimension of character trait ($R^2=.23, F=23.14, p<.01$) are significant on of tolerance of human values in a positive way. This results indicates that empathy tendency explain 9% of total variance and collaboration subdimension of character trait 23% of total variance in tolerance of human values. According to the standardized regression coefficient, significance order of predictor variables on tolerance of human values in a positively is as follows: compassion ($\beta=.29; p<.01$), social acceptance ($\beta=.22; p<.01$), emotional empathy ($\beta=.18; p<.01$), cognitive empathy ($\beta=.16; p<.01$), helpfulness ($\beta=.15; p<.01$).

**Discussion**

The findings revealed the fact that female students are more advantageous than the male students in both emotional and cognitive dimensions of empathetic tendency; in social acceptance, compassion and virtuousness dimensions of characteristic of collaboration and friendship, pacifism, honesty and respect dimensions of the humane values. It is considered that those results may stem from the general differences in manners of raising the boys and girls. In the scale work of Dökmén (1999) on male and female roles; while the female roles may be represented by characteristics of being soft-polite, sensitive, merciful, smooth tongued, conciliative, eager to repair damaged feelings, not using an impolite language, being tolerant and honorable; male roles are represented by characteristics of being daring, acting as a leader, being pushful, self-confident, authoritarian, dominant effective, manly, not avoiding to take risks, being normative-strict and ambitious. Study findings of Dökmén (1999) supports the thought that gender roles and differences in manners of raising in the process of giving those roles may have played a role in female students being more empathetic, more deteriorated for collaboration, and more sensitive in terms of humane values in this study. In this study female are more advantageous that the male of empathetic tendency findings supported by about study (Alpay,
In this study research the fact that female students show the characteristic of collaboration better than the male students and get higher scores in terms of humane values compared to the male students is supported by the study findings of Myyry and Helkama as well. And the study of Aydın (2005) has suggested that certain value preferences of the students may have meaningful differences depending on gender as well.

Empathetic tendencies and characteristics of collaboration of the students did not have meaningful difference depending on the class level. And only the value points of being pacifism among the humane values increased at a meaningful level in line with the increase in class level. Those findings make one think that the education received by the students from the 9th class to the 12th class was not of the nature that would change those characteristics. The study of Rehber (2007) also suggested that empathetic tendency did not demonstrate meaningful differences depending on class level.

The findings about the education levels of the parents indicate that the students whose parents are university graduates are disadvantageous in terms of gaining empathetic tendency, characteristic of collaboration and humane values compared to the students having parents with lower education levels. This case may either be related to the change in the values and personality characteristics that the parents prioritize depending on increasing level of education or the fact that depending on increasing level of education the significance paid by the parents to humane values decrease and attitudes for raising children more individually become dominant. And in the study of Aydın (2005) while the value of a peaceful world is in the 2nd rank for those whose mother never went to school, this ordering fell in line with the increase in the level of education of the mother and went to the 9th rank in students whose mothers are university graduates. This finding supports the findings in this study that make one think that in line with the increasing level of education of the parent certain values were given to the children less.

It has been determined that the empathetic tendencies of the students did not differ at a meaningful level depending on the income levels of their families. However, among the characteristics of collaboration the characteristics of virtuousness and compassion and among humane values responsibility, friendship and tolerance value points were generally higher in students the income levels of whose families are low or medium than the students the income levels of whose families are higher than 2600 TL. The research findings of Dilmaç, Bozgeyikli and Çıkılı (2008) support the findings acquired in this research. According to the findings of Dilmaç et. al. benevolence value preferences containing charity, responsibility and honesty were prioritized more by those students at lower socioeconomic level.

It attracts the attention that there is no meaningful difference between the virtuousness, compassion, responsibility, friendship and tolerance points of the students the income levels of whose families are lower than 500 TL and students the income levels of whose families are higher than 2600 TL. This case makes one think that the students from very poor families and those from families with high level of income resemble each other in terms of those characteristics. Very poor people may not develop such characteristics as virtuousness, compassion, responsibility, friendship and tolerance toward other people maybe because they partially keep other people responsible for the situation they are in. And the people whose level of income is high may lose their characteristics as virtuousness, compassion, responsibility, friendship and tolerance toward other people maybe because of increasing prosperity and decreasing worries. Dilmaç et al. (2008) determined that helpfulness value preferences containing charity, responsibility and honesty were prioritized more by those students at lower socioeconomic level.

Findings revealed the fact that the sub-dimensions of both empathetic tendency and the characteristic of collaboration routed all of the humane values within the scope of this research at a meaningful level. These findings point at the significance of giving the children emotional and cognitive empathetic tendency and characteristics of collaboration in terms of giving them values.

The family and environment characteristics of the individuals have an important influence on their empathetic tendencies, characteristics of collaboration and humane values. Examining the results of the research generally, one may see that the humane values of those individuals who have empathetic tendency and characteristics of collaboration are
at a better level. The following are suggested on the basis of those findings: Since the relationship between the family and the child and the relationship between the environment and the child are significant in terms of gaining empathetic tendency, characteristic of collaboration as humane values, those characteristics should be supported by the family and the environment from the early childhood period. Therefore education programs particularly for families, teachers, tutors and students may be implemented and the results thereof may be assessed. Furthermore considering the impact of empathetic tendency and characteristics of collaboration in terms of gaining humane values, course programs targeting at developing those characteristics of students may be reinforced. A comprehensive education program from the early childhood period to the puberty period may be prepared and the results thereof may be examined. The research conducted may be implemented on the parents and they may be compared to the situation of the children.
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